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Chapter 511: Dragon-Scaled Fiery Armor 

Usually, only SS and SSS-grade equipment would have the God’s Effect. 

SSS-grade equipment always had God’s Effect. 

As for the SS-grade equipment, some had powerful effects, while some did not. 

Unlike the equipment pieces extracted by Liu Yan, they would have a powerful God’s Effect. 

The God’s Effect of the Azure Frost Pearl was also powerful, which was similar to Liu Yan’s Blue Flame 

Strike of Blue Flame Gloves. 

Frost Strike could also store a large amount of frost elemental power during regular times. It then burst 

out at a critical moment to achieve the effect of turning the tide of the battle. 

However, Frost Strike was also different from Blue Flame Strike. 

Blue Flame Strike was a fire elemental skill. It was a pure attack skill with terrifying explosive power and 

damage. 

As for the frost element, it was more of a control element. 

Frost Strike was a powerful AoE control skill, but the damage was relatively limited. 

But even so, Frost Strike was still a powerful God’s Effect. 

All in all, Azure Frost Pearl was one of the most precious SS-grade treasures. 

It was an SS-grade treasure. It was much more precious than SS-grade equipment. 

Of course, there was a condition to using Azure Frost Pearl. The user had to be proficient in frost 

elemental energy. 

The frost element was already a high-level element. 

There were very few awakened ones who were proficient in high-level elements. 

Among all members of the Land of Origin team, the number of awakened ones who were proficient in 

the frost attribute could be counted on one hand. 

Xu Han was the most powerful among them, so there was no doubt that the Azure Frost Pearl would 

belong to him. 

Liu Yan looked at Xu Han and chuckled, “This Azure Frost Pearl is made for you. It seems like I can only 

give it to you. 

Although Liu Yan said this, Xu Han was still thrilled. 

After all, Xu Han was crucial in the Land of Origin team. His control ability and leadership ability were a 

great help to Liu Yan and the team. 

In addition, Liu Yan knew Xu Han better after spending time together. 



Although Xu Han looked unreliable, he was still very reliable in serious matters. 

Therefore, Liu Yan wanted to train Xu Han well and make him a good helper. 

There were many strong members of the Land of Origin team. However, there were not many who were 

strong and had leadership skills. 

Although Luo Qingcheng’s leadership ability was good, her combat power was still relatively mediocre. 

Liu Yan was confident to hand over the ordinary tasks to Luo Qingcheng. But for those combat tasks, Liu 

Yan was still not quite at ease to hand them over to Luo Qingcheng. It was more suitable to hand them 

over to Xu Han. 

On the other hand, Luo Qingcheng was responsible for commanding in the rear, so she was suitable for 

staying in the rear and making the rear worry-free. 

Xu Han was the most suitable to be sent to the front line for combat missions. 

Xu Han looked at the status panel of the Azure Frost Pearl, and his eyes lit up. He was drooling. 

“Captain, can I have a good treasure?” 

As Xu Han spoke, Xu Han had already reached for Azure Frost Pearl in Liu Yan’s hand. He obviously 

wanted to take it. He was not embarrassed at all. 

When the surrounding members of the Land of Origin team saw this, they laughed out loud. 

Everyone knew how important Xu Han was to the entire team. Xu Han could be said to be the most 

important control class in the team. 

It was perfect to give Azure Frost Pearl to Xu Han. It could improve Xu Han’s control of the battlefield in 

the future. The team members of the Land of Origin had no objections. 

Liu Yan passed Azure Frost Pearl to Xu Han and looked at the next piece of equipment without saying 

anything. 

The Red Star Empire team from the earth attribute territory received a set of defensive equipment from 

the platinum treasure chest, Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor! 

Liu Yan immediately took out Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. 

Liu Yan could feel how extraordinary Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor was! 

Liu Yan immediately checked the attributes of Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. 

[ Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor! ] 

[ level: SS ] 

[ Description: It’s said to be forged from dragon scales with extreme flames. Its defensive power is 

extraordinary, and it also has terrifying attack power! ] 



[ Effect: Defense + 10,000 points. Increases fire resistance by 30%. When attacking, the Dragon-scaled 

Fiery Armor will emit flames, damaging all units around it (specific damage depends on the user’s 

strength) ] 

[ God’s Effect: Gale Flame Slash (with the body as the hilt and the Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor as the 

blade, the user’s body becomes a sword, rapidly dealing continuous terrifying damage to a single unit!) ] 

Liu Yan was also satisfied after looking at the attributes of the Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. It was also a 

piece of SS-grade equipment with the God’s Effect, so it was naturally extraordinary. 

Although Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor was a set of defensive equipment, its defensive capabilities were 

quite average. It was slightly stronger than S-grade defensive equipment but was still a lot weaker than 

most SS-grade defensive equipment. 

However, its offensive capabilities were powerful. 

A set of defensive equipment that could increase the user’s attack power was rare. 

Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor would emit flames during battles to help the user attack and damage the 

surrounding units. 

It could play a significant role in solo battles and group battles. 

Finally, Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor had a God’s Effect, Gale Flame Slash. 

According to its effect, the user would turn into a weapon and use their body to attack quickly. 

Such an attack method was similar to Liu Yan’s SS-grade Gale Force of Gale Boots, which was also a 

physical attack. 

However, Liu Yan’s Gale Force was of the wind element, and he could also attack any target at his own 

will. 

The Gale Flame Slash of Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor was of the fire element. It could only be used on a 

single target. It was a powerful single-target attack skill. 

Overall, Liu Yan was satisfied with Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. Although it could give him some 

improvements, it was still limited. 

Liu Yan’s various abilities were terrifying. Regular equipment really couldn’t bring much improvement to 

Liu Yan. 

For example, Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor could emit flames to attack the surrounding units when 

attacking. However, it was meaningless to Liu Yan. 

After all, Liu Yan had already mastered Fire Secret Art. He could control the flames around his body to 

attack his opponent. The flames produced by the Fire Secret Art were not weaker than the flames 

produced by Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. 

The God’s Effect of Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor was somewhat redundant to Liu Yan. 

Chapter 512: Liu Yan Did Not Like It 



Liu Yan already had the Gale Force, which was more agile, so he didn’t need the Gale Flame Slash. 

Besides, Liu Yan had too many single-target offensive skills like Fame Blast or Blue Flame Strike. 

Furthermore, he could even use Attribute Fusion if he really had no other choice. Those skills were way 

better than Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. 

After some thought, Liu Yan decided he did not need to equip Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. 

Although Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor was better than Liu Yan’s equipment, it did not give him much of an 

upgrade. 

He could wait for better equipment in the future. 

Immediately, Liu Yan looked at Allen Smith. 

It was undoubtedly suitable for Allen Smith. Every attribute was suitable for him. 

It just so happened that Allen Smith was also an expert in attacks. This defensive equipment with attack 

attributes was really suitable for Allen Smith. 

The fire element Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor complimented Allen Smith’s Blood Flame Sword, resulting in 

a better attack effect. 

“Allen Smith, I’ll give you this Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. It suits you better.” Liu Yan said. 

Members of the Land of Origin team were a little surprised to hear that. 

In their opinion, Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor was undoubtedly powerful. It was much better than the 

equipment on Liu Yan’s body. Logically, Liu Yan would want to keep it. Why didn’t Liu Yan use it but 

instead give it to Allen Smith? 

“Captain, isn’t this equipment pretty good? You’re using it quite well.” 

“That’s right. Captain, you can use this equipment.” 

“Captain, there’s no need for you to take care of your team members so much. It’s better for you to 

prioritize yourself. You’re the strongest combat power in our team.” 

“Captain, Allen Smith’s equipment is pretty good too. You don’t have to give it to him.” 

“That’s right, Captain. You should take care of yourself first.” 

… 

Members of the Land of Origin team all advised Liu Yan to take the Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. 

Some of them were students of Gifted Academy and were initially on Allen Smith’s side. 

However, after experiencing the series of events on the fifth level of the Tower, these team members 

were grateful and idolized Liu Yan. They had long forgotten that they were from Gifted Academy. At this 

moment, they were more concerned about Liu Yan than their original idol, Allen Smith. 

Liu Yan was surprised to hear his teammates urging him to accept the equipment. 



However, Liu Yan also knew that this equipment piece did not mean much to him. It would be a waste to 

keep it with him. There was no need for it at all. 

However, these team members did not know about this. 

If they knew Liu Yan’s current terrifying strength, they would no longer think Liu Yan lacked powerful 

defensive equipment or offensive capabilities. 

Liu Yan’s current stats were extremely high, and he had a lot of skills. His attack power could be said to 

be at its maximum. 

On the other hand, Liu Yan’s defensive abilities were strengthened after he had mastered Earth Secret 

Art and comprehended S-grade Rock Wall. He did not lack defensive abilities at all. 

Liu Yan looked at his team members and explained. “Don’t worry. I really don’t need this equipment. I 

don’t want it. This Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor is indeed more suitable for Allen Smith. It’s decided.” 

Liu Yan said as he threw Allen Smith to him. 

Allen Smith directly accepted it. 

With his personality, he naturally wouldn’t say too many words of evasion. 

Moreover, Allen Smith also knew that Liu Yan was extremely strong. Since Liu Yan meant it when he said 

he didn’t need the Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. 

Only someone as terrifyingly powerful as Liu Yan would not need SS-grade equipment. 

After Allen Smith received Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor, he examined it and was instantly satisfied. 

Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor was undoubtedly suitable for him. It could increase his combat strength by a 

lot. 

The team members no longer tried to dissuade Liu Yan after hearing his words. 

At this time, Liu Yan also continued to check. 

Apart from the most precious SS-grade treasure and a set of SS-grade defensive equipment, there were 

also many S-grade equipment pieces, weapons, and treasures among the spoils of war of the European 

Federation team and Red Star Empire team. 

In addition, there were enormous amounts of high-grade cultivation herbs and consumables. 

The last item was the Lord’s token fragments. The water attribute territory’s European Federation team 

handed over more than 6,000 pieces. 

On the other hand, the Red Star Empire team from the earth attribute territory surprised Liu Yan. They 

also had over 9,000 pieces of the Lord’s token fragments. 

It surprised Liu Yan. Since when did the Red Star Empire team have over 9,000 pieces of Lord’s token 

fragments? They were not too far away from his team. 

At this moment, Liu Yan felt fortunate that he had chosen to attack the Red Star Empire team. 



If they had ignored the Red Star Empire team and developed, the Red Star Empire team would have 

caught up to them and snatched the rich rewards of the champion. 

It was the right choice to eliminate all the other teams. It could secure the Land of Origin team to get 

first place and advance to the next round. 

The Land of Origin team originally had more than 9,000 pieces of Lord’s token fragments. In addition, 

the Pan-ocean Community team from the wood attribute territory and the New Continent team from 

the metal attribute territory had also handed over more than 5,000 pieces of Lord’s token fragments. 

As a result, Liu Yan had more than 30,000 pieces of Lord’s token fragments. 

The requirement for the Tower’s fifth-level trial was to collect 10,000 pieces of the Lord’s token 

fragments. However, Liu Yan collected more than 30,000 pieces, far exceeding the target. 

Liu Yan was also curious. 

If a Lord Token required only 10,000 Lord’s order fragments. Then what would happen to these extra 

fragments? Would they disappear and not be able to be taken to the sixth level? Could they be taken to 

the sixth level and have other uses? 

However, Liu Yan didn’t know about this. He could only wait and see. 

After Liu Yan kept the 30,000 pieces of Lord’s token fragments, he looked at the rest of the spoils. 

There were a few pieces of S-grade equipment, weapons, and treasures, as well as A and B-grade 

equipment. 

Liu Yan didn’t really care about the lower-ranked ones. They weren’t of much help to members of the 

Land of Origin team. 

Liu Yan knew S-grade equipment and treasures were not of much use to the ordinary members of the 

Land of Origin team. 

After all, these ordinary members were still not strong enough. Even if they obtained this S-grade 

equipment and treasures, they would not be able to fully display the usefulness of these items. 

Rather than letting them waste it, it would be better to leave it in Liu Yan’s hands. 

In the future, if there were any equipment suitable for the other experts, he would distribute it to them. 

Chapter 513: Additional Reward 

There was another benefit to keeping the S-grade equipment with Liu Yan. He could upgrade the S-

grade equipment and treasures to SS-grade through Divine Extraction, greatly enhancing them! 

Divine Extraction was currently at tier 3, so it could only upgrade S-grade treasures and equipment at 

most. 

As for equipment and treasures of higher levels, Divine Extraction could not improve them due to the 

lack of level. 



It was why Liu Yan didn’t care about the SS-grade treasure and equipment the team members had. After 

all, he didn’t need them at all. 

On the other hand, S-grade equipment and treasures were even more precious to Liu Yan. 

After all, it was still SS-grade equipment and treasure after being extracted by Divine Extraction. 

Even after Divine Extraction, it could still have God’s Effect, which would be extremely powerful. 

It was why Liu Yan did not need the Dragon-scaled Fiery Armor. It was not that Liu Yan was being 

modest, but he did not like it. 

Immediately, Liu Yan kept the S-grade equipment and treasures. He would keep them with him for the 

time being. He would hand them over to suitable candidates in the future. 

As for the remaining A-grade and B-grade equipment, Liu Yan asked Luo Qingcheng and Xu Han to 

distribute them according to the strength and class attributes of the team members to improve their 

strength. 

As for the high-grade cultivation herbs and consumables, half of them were kept in Liu Yan’s storage as 

usual. The other half was distributed to the team members according to their strengths and condition. 

Immediately, in the fire attribute territory, members of the Land of Origin team went to receive their 

high-level equipment and cultivation consumables with joy. 

“Haha, I can harvest and improve my strength again.” 

“This is so comfortable. We only fought with the monsters. We didn’t even do much in the battles with 

the other territories, but we’ve already gained so much.” 

“Our team has obtained all the gains from the five territories. We’re rich.” 

“Haha, when we first entered the fifth level of the Tower, our combined combat strength was far 

inferior to the European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team. Now, we’re almost the same as 

them.” 

“In the future, our combat strength will surpass the European Federation team and the Red Star Empire 

team. With so much equipment and high-level cultivation medicinal herbs, won’t our strength and 

combat strength increase?” 

… 

Liu Yan was relieved when he saw how happy his team members were. 

He believed with so many spoils of war, the combat power of the Land of Origin team would increase by 

a lot. They would be fully prepared to face the perilous sixth level of the Tower. 

Liu Yan had nothing to do, so he sat down to rest. 

However, it didn’t take long for the Will of Tower to report. 

[ Detected that only one team is left, triggering condition met! ] 



[ When the Land of Origin team meets the conditions to advance, in addition to the original reward, they 

will receive an additional reward: the blessing of the Tower’s fifth level. Every team member will receive 

two random attributes and increase them by 3,000 points! ] 

[ In addition, before the Land of Origin team meets the conditions for the promotion, they have one 

chance to launch the final gambling duel. They can choose one or more teams to carry out the gambling 

duel. If they lose, they will lose additional rewards, which will belong to the winning team. If they win, 

they can permanently add the other party to their team and take them to the sixth level of the Tower! ] 

… 

When Liu Yan heard the content of the Will of Tower, he was surprised. 

He did not expect they had met the trigger conditions because only his team was left. 

There were two main things. The first was the extra reward. 

It meant when the Land of Origin team advanced, they would also receive an additional reward, the 

blessing of the fifth level of the Tower. In addition to the Golden Lord Token, the original reward for first 

place. 

The blessing of the fifth level of the Tower was good. It could give every team member two random 

attributes +3,000 points! 

To Liu Yan, 3,000 attribute points were not a lot. He could obtain it by extracting a high-level fierce 

beast. When he used Divine Extraction on Moonlight Qilin, he got more than 3,000 attribute points. 

However, these 3,000 attribute points were extremely high for the ordinary members of the Land of 

Origin team. 

If they could successfully obtain these 3,000 attribute points, it would bring them a huge increase in 

strength. 

Even for experts like Allen Smith, Xu Han, and Murong Xue, 3,000 attribute points were a lot. If they 

wanted to increase their strength by that much, they would need to spend a lot of time and effort. 

After all, they did not have Divine Extraction like Liu Yan, which could directly extract the attributes. 

They could only level up or cultivate by themselves. 

Even if they had many high-grade cultivation materials and consumables, they would still need to spend 

a long time to increase their strength by so much. 

Two attributes were increased by 3,000 points. This bonus reward was extremely generous. 

The average combat strength of team members of the Land of Origin team was around level 42. After 

receiving the additional attribute bonus, Liu Yan estimated that the average combat strength of the 

team members from the Land of Origin would reach level 44, which was a significant increase! 

This bonus reward was extremely generous. It was a lot of improvement for a single member, not to 

mention that this bonus reward covered all the members of the entire team. 



Besides the additional rewards, the Will of Tower also announced the ultimate battle. 

After hearing the details of the final gambling duel, Liu Yan’s face was filled with joy. 

If they won the battle, wouldn’t they be able to include the other party in their team and improve the 

overall strength of the team? 

Liu Yan and the Land of Origin team had defeated the other four teams. 

However, after interacting with them for this period, Liu Yan also realized that these four teams were 

not weak at all. 

These four teams each had their areas of expertise, and some aspects even surpassed the Land of Origin 

team. 

For example, the Pan-ocean Community team had more people. Although the individual combat power 

of the members was relatively weak, they had an advantage in numbers. 

A large number of people meant that there was more room for improvement in the future. 

As for the New Continent team, they did not have as many people. However, they had many new 

combat methods. If they could introduce these combat methods to the Land of Origin team. It would 

bring improvement to the Land of Origin team. 

The European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team were undoubtedly strong teams. They 

were initially the two strongest teams among the five continents. 

Chapter 514: Rules of Ultimate Gambling Duel 

The European Federation team had left a deep impression on Liu Yan. The experts and ordinary 

members of the European Federation team were all able to use combination skills. 

The combination skill combined the strength of multiple users to produce a terrifying force. It was 

powerful. 

Liu Yan was looking forward to combination skills. It was a pity that he could not get it from the 

European Federation team. 

If he could recruit members of the European Federation team as his own, there would be a great 

chance. 

As for the Red Star Empire team, they came from the harsh Red Star Empire. Thus, the student selection 

process of an empire was even more stringent. They would nurture the students from a young age. 

Members of the Red Star Empire team were all quite strong. They were also well-trained, just like an 

army. They were decisive in carrying out orders and were easier to command than the other four teams. 

Their overall combat strength was stronger as well. 

The Land of Origin team that Liu Yan was in was relatively mediocre. They were not bad in all aspects 

but were not powerful either. Their combat strength was average. 



Because of Liu Yan’s leadership, they obtained many loots. With the constant upgrading of equipment, 

the combat strength of the Land of Origin team improved rapidly. 

With the support of high-grade cultivation materials and consumables, the level and strength of 

members of the Land of Origin team soared rapidly. 

It was why the overall combat strength of the Land of Origin team surpassed the others. Otherwise, 

their strength would have been mediocre. 

But this time, there was a chance to carry out the ultimate gambling duel. If Liu Yan won, he could add 

the other teams to his team and bring them to the sixth level of the Tower. Liu Yan couldn’t help but 

look forward to it. 

Of course, the penalty for losing in the final battle was also severe. The Land of Origin team would lose 

the additional reward. 

However, Liu Yan felt that he could give it a try. After all, the overall combat power of this team was not 

bad. In addition, after Liu Yan obtained the Wings of the Wind God and mastered the five secret arts. He 

also activated the tier 3 hidden class, law warlock. Liu Yan’s combat power had received a terrifying 

increase. 

His area-of-effect skills became much stronger too. 

Not only was Liu Yan’s combat power terrifying, but he could also contribute to group battles. 

If they were to engage in an ultimate gambling duel, Liu Yan would be able to play a crucial role in the 

group battle. 

Liu Yan also noticed a detail about the rules of the ultimate gambling duel. 

The ultimate gambling duel could only be launched once, and he could choose more than one team. 

If Liu Yan wanted to choose a few teams, he needed to think about it carefully. He would only have one 

chance. If he missed it, he would not be able to start the ultimate battle again. 

The more teams he chose, the more risks he would face. 

If they won, they would naturally be able to get more teams and bring more teams into their team. 

However, the Land of Origin team would have to face multiple teams simultaneously, which would be 

riskier. If they lost, not only would they not be able to get any teams to join them, but they would also 

lose the additional rewards. 

During this period, Liu Yan learned the overall combat strength of his team and the other four teams. 

With the addition of a large number of spoils of war, the overall combat strength of the Land of Origin 

team had increased immensely. They were already the most powerful existence among the five teams. 

Against any other team, the Land of Origin team could win steadily. 

Against the other two teams, the Land of Origin team could win, but there would be some risks. 



However, if they were to face more teams, they might not win. They would need the help of Liu Yan and 

a group of other experts to win. 

Liu Yan couldn’t help but think about how many teams he should choose and which teams to carry out 

the ultimate gambling duel. 

At this moment, the ordinary members of the Land of Origin team were overjoyed. They were in a 

heated discussion after hearing the announcement from the Will of Tower. 

“Haha, I didn’t expect we triggered a hidden condition. We can get an extra reward.” 

“My god, the bonus reward is so generous? Two random attributes will be increased by 3,000 points. 

That’s too much!” 

“Two attributes increase by 3,000 points. Even if you give me many high-grade cultivation materials and 

consumables, I won’t be able to improve so much in a few months.” 

“This is too nice. I can obtain so many attribute points at once.” 

“Also, we can accept other teams into our team after winning the ultimate gambling duel. This is 

interesting.” 

“This way, we can increase our combat power a lot. The trial on the sixth level of the Tower will 

undoubtedly be much smoother.” 

“There’s a certain risk to this final battle. If we fail, we’ll lose the additional reward.” 

“According to Captain Liu’s personality, he will initiate the ultimate gambling duel. I don’t know how 

many teams will do so too.” 

… 
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Members of the Land of Origin team were discussing among themselves. 

As for the group of experts, their faces were also filled with anticipation. They did not expect they 

trigger a hidden condition in the end. They could obtain additional rewards and carry out the ultimate 

gambling duel. 

The experts all looked at Liu Yan, curious about his choice. 

Liu Yan glanced at Allen Smith and the others, then immediately walked forward to the ordinary 

members. 

“Everyone, you’ve heard the news. Everyone knows that the trial on the sixth level of the Tower will be 

difficult, so we will carry out the ultimate gambling duel. You must be prepared. All members, rest and 

recuperate to recover your combat strength. Those who have already recovered, quickly use those high-

grade cultivation materials and consumables to improve your strength and prepare for tomorrow’s 

battle.” Liu Yan said to his team members. 

Liu Yan knew the additional reward was generous and could increase the strength of his team members. 



However, compared to the dangers of the sixth level of the Tower, these improvements were far from 

enough. 

These improvements were far less than the intaking of the other teams. 

If they won the gambling duel, not only would they let other teams join them, but they would also be 

able to obtain additional rewards. 

The risk this time was completely worth it. Liu Yan had to try. 

When members of the Land of Origin team heard Liu Yan’s words, they were not surprised. If Liu Yan did 

not initiate the duel because he was afraid of taking risks, he would not be Liu Yan. 

The team members were also very confident in their current strengths. They all wanted to take the 

ultimate gambling duel, so they were cheering. 

“Haha, times have changed. Our team is the strongest among the five teams. We can easily win the 

duel!” 

“That’s right. Even the strongest European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team are just so-so, 

but we are not afraid at all.” 

“I feel like we can easily defeat any team.” 

“I wonder how many teams Captain Liu is going to fight.” 

“I feel like there will be at most two teams we can fight.” 

“If it’s two teams, we can’t challenge the European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team. 

That’s too risky. 

“I wonder what the captain’s final choice will be.” 

“Whatever Captain Liu decides, we’ll have to improve our strength and prepare for the battle. Do our 

job well, and leave the rest to Captain Liu and the other experts to worry about.” 

Chapter 515: Tempted New Continent Team 

The team members chatted and were full of fighting spirit. Liu Yan was relieved when he saw their 

reaction. 

After experiencing the series of events on the fifth level of the Tower, not only did the members of the 

Land of Origin team improve in strength, but they had become more united. 

Members of the Land of Origin team trusted Liu Yan greatly. They were full of fighting spirit. They had 

extreme trust in their teammates and were also full of confidence in themselves. 

Only with such military spirit could one burst out with stronger combat power and become a mighty 

team. 

Immediately after, Liu Yan asked members of the Land of Origin team to prepare for the battle. 

Meanwhile, Liu Yan brought a group of experts and core members to the side to discuss the selection of 

the ultimate gambling duel. 



There was only one chance for this ultimate battle, and the risk and reward were both great. Naturally, 

he had to consider it carefully before making a choice. 

On the other side, the New Continent team was in the metal attribute territory. 

Members of the New Continent team were all resting. 

They had been eliminated a long time ago, but they had been prisoners of war for the Land of Origin 

team. Now that they finally had some free time, they were more relaxed. 

After returning to the lower levels of the Tower, the New Continent team would work hard and strive to 

return to the fifth level next year. They would have good strength and be able to smoothly pass the fifth 

level’s trial before heading to the sixth level. 

At this moment, members of the New Continent team heard the announcement from the Will of Tower 

and were surprised. 

“I didn’t expect the Land of Origin team to trigger a hidden condition and get an additional reward.” 

“They are so cool. Not only did they get the Golden Lord Token, but they also got so many attribute 

points. Every member benefits from it.” 

“This additional reward is indeed quite generous. I’m really envious.” 

“The ultimate gambling duel could let the other teams into the Land of Origin team. Isn’t this too 

exciting?” 

“I wonder which team they’ll launch the ultimate gambling duel against.” 

“It would be great if they pick us. That way, I’ll be able to join the Land of Origin team and head to the 

sixth level of the Tower. I’ll also be able to obtain that generous additional reward.” 

“However, this also means we will be members of the Land of Origin team. We will have to listen to Liu 

Yan’s orders in the future. 

“Listen to Liu Yan’s orders? Wasn’t this a good thing? Captain Liu is so comfortable with this.” 

… 

Members of the New Continent team were discussing among themselves. They were all envious of the 

Land of Origin team for obtaining many rewards. Unlike them, they had come to the fifth level of the 

Tower and worked hard, but their efforts were in vain. They gained nothing after working hard and 

could only return to the lower levels of the Tower helplessly. 

As for the ultimate gambling duel, many members of the New Continent team hoped the Land of Origin 

team would launch the ultimate gambling duel against them. That way, they could join the Land of 

Origin team and have a captain like Liu Yan. 

Members of the New Continent team had been following Liu Yan for some time and knew him well. 

They admired him and had been looking forward to having a captain like him for a long time. Now that 

they had the opportunity, they were naturally looking forward to it. 



However, members of the New Continent team knew their strength was not as good as that of the 

European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team. It was likely that Liu Yan would initiate the 

ultimate gambling duel against the European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team. He might 

not do the same to the New Continent team. 

The captain of the New Continent team, Jin Cheng, heard the announcement of the Will of Tower. He 

gathered several core members and experts to discuss this matter. 

“The additional rewards have nothing to do with us at the moment. The ultimate gambling duel might 

concern us. We don’t know which team Liu Yan will choose. Will he choose one team or several teams 

for the final battle, or not at all? We should first think about it. If there are us, what should we do?” Jin 

Cheng said directly. 

The core members of the New Continent team looked at each other and began to express their 

thoughts. 

“I think it’s a good choice to join the Land of Origin team. If the Land of Origin team has chosen us for 

the ultimate gambling team, we might as well join them directly.” 

“I also agree. This way, we could head to the sixth level of the Tower and obtain the additional reward. 

Our team members’ strength will increase by quite a bit. ” 

“What are you guys saying? We’re the New Continent team. If we join the Land of Origin team, wouldn’t 

we be abandoning our continent?” 

“That’s right. That’s not appropriate. We can’t just join the Land of Origin team because they’re strong. 

“Moreover, the sixth level of the Tower is quite dangerous. Our strength is relatively average. If we go to 

the sixth level, things will go south. We might even lose our lives there. 

… 

They kept discussing but could not come up with a clear conclusion. 

Some of them were in favor of joining the Land of Origin team. They felt that they could join the Land 

Origin team without any hesitation. 

However, many people opposed joining the Land of Origin team. They felt this was akin to abandoning 

their continent and inappropriate. 

For a time, they couldn’t convince each other and could not unify their opinions. 

Jin Cheng felt helpless when he saw this situation. 

Jin Cheng also had his own opinion. They wanted to join the Land of Origin team, but at the same time, 

they had some concerns. 

Jin Cheng didn’t have a clear idea. That was why he decided to discuss it with a few people. He didn’t 

expect that the others had the same idea as him. They all wanted to join but felt that it wasn’t 

appropriate. 

While Jin Cheng was hesitating, he noticed that Chu Cunrui didn’t say anything. 



Chu Cunrui was an expert in the New Continent team, and his strength was below that of Jin Cheng. 

During the monster riot, Chu Cunrui and a few other experts were dispatched to the Land of Origin team 

under Liu Yan’s orders. They fought with the Land of Origin team, so it was more realistic to experience 

it. 

Jin Cheng looked at Chu Cunrui and asked, “Chu Cunrui, you are the number one expert in our New 

Continent team. You have also joined the Land of Origin team fighting monsters. Your opinion should be 

the most accurate. Why don’t you tell us?” 

The rest of the people also looked at Chu Cunrui after hearing that. His opinion was crucial. 

Chu Cunrui looked at Captain Jin Cheng and the rest of the people. He hesitated for a moment and said, 

“You’ve analyzed the additional rewards, the sixth level of the Tower, and the concerns about joining 

the Land of Origin team very well. I agree with you, but I don’t think we’ve talked about the key issue.” 

Chapter 516: Influence of the Army’s Spirit 

When the few of them heard this, they could not help but feel a little puzzled. 

Jin Cheng was also a little confused. What were the key issues? 

“Chu Cunrui, why don’t you explain it clearly?” Jin Cheng reminded. 

Chu Cunrui nodded slightly. “First of all, I think our team is good. Our captain, Jin Cheng is also a capable 

captain. Under his leadership, our team is still developing smoothly.” 

When the surrounding people heard this, they all nodded in agreement. 

Even though they had lost to the Land of Origin team this time, no one blamed their captain, Jin Cheng. 

The team members knew Jin Cheng had already tried his best. 

Everyone had witnessed Jin Cheng’s ability. He was the most suitable person to be the team captain of 

the New Continent team. He had been chosen by the team back then. 

Chu Cunrui continued, “Our team is not bad, but we have to admit that there is a gap between our team 

and the other teams in some aspects. A few experts and I had joined the Land of Origin team to 

participate in the battle of the monsters. I think the biggest difference between the Land of Origin team 

and our team is the morale of the army! 

“Morale?” Hearing this, Jin Cheng and the others looked at Chu Cunrui in confusion, not understanding 

what he meant. 

Chu Cunrui nodded and said, “Yes, morale. During this period, I was also very puzzled. The combat 

strength of the Land of Origin team was mediocre at the beginning. They only had a powerful team 

leader, Liu Yan. However, during the monster riot, I realized that the current Land of Origin team was no 

longer the same as before. Their strength increases significantly after obtaining many spoils of war. They 

are probably the strongest team among the five teams now. The biggest difference I feel from the Land 

of Origin team is that they have the morale of an army. They’re all extremely confident in themselves, 

not afraid of getting injured, and fight bravely. They never defend and have always been on the 



offensive during the monster riot. I think this is a good atmosphere. Such a team is not only strong now, 

but it will also be easier to grow in the future. They will definitely become strong.” 

Jin Cheng and the others were a little surprised to hear this. They didn’t expect the atmosphere of the 

Land of Origin team to be so good. 

They also knew what Chu Cunrui said was true. Ordinary members of the Land of Origin team were 

strong because they were so combative, confident, and united. It would be difficult for such a team not 

to be strong. They would surely grow up and become powerhouses. 

“I didn’t expect the atmosphere of the Land of Origin team to be so good.” 

“With such a comparison, there is indeed a gap. Although many of our members are strong and brave, 

there are some cowards. They were afraid of getting injured or dying during the monster riot. Their 

overall combat effectiveness has been affected.” 

“The influence of an army’s spirit is great for a troop.” 

“I didn’t expect the Land of Origin team to grow so fast when they formed a team and came to the fifth 

level of the Tower for the trial.” 

“That’s right. This is probably the biggest difference between the Land of Origin team and us.” 

“In this aspect, our team is not as good as the Land of Origin team.” 

… 

They discussed and agreed with Chu Cunrui’s words. In this regard, there was indeed a big gap between 

them and the Land of Origin team 

At this moment, Chu Cunrui continued, “I think the achievement of the Land of Origin team is because of 

their captain, Liu Yan. Not only is Liu Yan’s strength extremely terrifying, but he’s the strongest person 

on the fifth level of the Tower. Moreover, Liu Yan’s leadership ability is also superb. The Land of Origin 

team gradually formed the soul of the army with Liu Yan as the core. The members of the Land of Origin 

team trusted and worshipped Liu Yan. At the same time, they also learned from Liu Yan and made 

progress. As a result, they became united. There were very few conflicts between each other. They 

worked together to become stronger. When it came to battle, they fought to be the first and never 

retreated. When Liu Yan arrived at the battlefield, the members of the Land of Origin team wanted to 

perform well so that Liu Yan could see their improvement. Such a team will grow into a powerful team.” 

Hearing this, Jin Cheng couldn’t help but sigh. “I’m still not as good as Liu Yan and have hindered you 

guys. If I was as powerful as Liu Yan, we might not have been eliminated.” 

When the other members heard Jin Cheng, they quickly comforted him. 

“Captain, what are you saying? We were eliminated because we were not strong enough. It’s not your 

fault alone.” 

“That’s right. How could our team be eliminated just because of you?” 

“Captain, if you’re not suitable to be the captain of our New Continent team, who else is? ” 



“That’s right. You’re the most suitable person to be the captain of the New Continent team.” 

“Captain, you’re strong. It’s just that Liu Yan is stronger. There’s always someone stronger than us. This 

is normal. There’s no need to blame yourself.” 

… 

Chu Cunrui continued, “So, I’m more in favor of using this ultimate gambling duel as an opportunity to 

join the Land of Origin team. After all, if we return to the lower levels of the Tower, how much stronger 

will we be in a year? At that time, even if we pass the trial on the fifth level and successfully enter the 

sixth level, we will still be lacking in strength. We will encounter many dangers on the sixth level. We 

might as well take advantage of this opportunity to join the Land of Origin team. This way, we can 

receive additional rewards. We can also form a team with the Land of Origin team and have a leader like 

Liu Yan. I believe our members will improve their strength significantly under Liu Yan’s leadership and 

the influence of the atmosphere in the Land of Origin team. It is good for our team. Besides, I think we 

can discuss our identity with Liu Yan. We will only be the representatives of the Land of Origin in the 

Tower. When we return to the outside world, we will still belong to the New Continent.” 

Others agreed with Chu Cunrui’s point of view. 

Chapter 517: A Good Deal 

“I think Chu Cunrui’s words make sense.” 

“That’s right. It’ll be good for our team if we can join the Land of Origin team. It’ll bring a lot of 

improvements to our members.” 

“If we join the Land of Origin team and enter the sixth level of the Tower, we’ll also have a higher 

chance of passing the trial on the sixth level and heading to the higher levels of the Tower.” 

“That’s right. We can join them, but we’re still people from the New Continent.” 

“Although the New Continent and the Land of Origin are two different continents, they are both 

continents of the Blue Planet. We are all humans of the Blue Planet, and we are ultimately on the same 

side. There is no need to separate ourselves.” 

“As long as Liu Yan agrees to leave the Tower, we will still belong to the New Continent. I think we can 

join them. There are only benefits and no disadvantages for us.” 

… 

Jin Cheng had the same thoughts as the others. Seeing that everyone had the same opinion, he nodded 

and said, “Alright, it’s decided then. If our team is chosen by Liu Yan tomorrow, we’ll discuss the matter 

with Liu Yan. If he agrees with our condition, we’ll give up the battle and join the Land of Origin team!” 

Jin Cheng and the others quickly confirmed this matter. 

After confirming the decision, they were looking forward to it. 

If Liu Yan could agree to this condition, they would be able to join the Land of Origin team successfully. It 

was undoubtedly a good thing. They could also directly head to the sixth level of the Tower for the trial. 



At this moment, they were a little worried that they would not be among Liu Yan’s final targets. 

At the same time, in the wood attribute territory. 

Members of the Pan-ocean Community team were more relaxed at this time. 

Although they had already failed the trial on the fifth level of the Tower and were eliminated, they were 

still confident. 

However, they were the first to be eliminated, and they accepted this reality. 

In the beginning, members of the Pan-ocean Community team still felt aggrieved and uncomfortable. 

Then, they continued to interact with the Land of Origin team. They realized they were much weaker 

than the Land of Origin team, especially the captain of the Land of Origin team, Liu Yan. 

After realizing this, the members of the Pan-ocean Community team gradually realized that their 

elimination was not accidental, but due to their lack of strength. Naturally, they did not feel so bad. 

It was not a surprise to be eliminated if one’s strength was not enough. The Pan-ocean Community team 

could return to the lower levels of the Tower and cultivate harder. When they became stronger, they 

could try to advance to the higher levels of the Tower. 

It was especially so as the Land of Origin team eliminated the New Continent team, the European 

Federation team, and even the Red Star Empire team. The Land of Origin team had defeated all other 

teams on the fifth level of the Tower. The Pan-ocean Community team gradually became happy. 

After all, it showed that the Land of Origin team was outrageously strong and not that they were weak. 

The other teams had also been eliminated by the Land of Origin land, which meant that the other teams 

were not much better than them. 

Even the European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team, who were stronger than the Pan-

ocean Community team, were eliminated by the Land of Origin team. 

In the end, the Land of Origin team won the trial of the sixth level of the Tower. The members of the 

Pan-ocean Community team immediately felt relieved. 

Since the others also lost to the Land of Origin team, they did not have to feel bad about their defeat. 

At this time, members of the Pan-ocean Community team had already relaxed in advance. 

In any case, the battle on the fifth level of the Tower had ended, and there was no danger left. There 

was no need to guard against other teams, nor was there any fierce beast. The trial on the fifth level of 

the Tower was about to end, and there was nothing else to do. The members of the Pan-ocean 

Community team were chilling and organized a gathering. 

But at this time, the Will of Tower’s voice sounded. 

The announcement resounded through the sky and earth, and all the members of the Pan-ocean 

Community team heard it. 



After learning that the Land of Origin team had violated the hidden condition and received a generous 

additional reward, the members of the Pan-ocean Community team were immediately envious. 

Two attributes had been increased by 3,000 points. The reward was too generous. 

For example, weaker members of the Pan-ocean Community team might only have 3,000 to 4,000 

points in a single attribute. The increase of 3,000 points at once was too huge. Some of the weaker 

members could increase their strength by 50% at once, which was crazy! 

Most importantly, the reward was for all members of the Land of Origin team. It was not for one or a 

few members, but all the members! 

When members of the Pan-ocean Community team learned that there was an ultimate gambling duel, 

they were a little surprised. They did not expect that there would be such a battle. If they lost, they 

would be included in the team of the Land of Origin. 

All of a sudden, the members of the Pan-ocean Community team were discussing among themselves. 

“Team members of the Land of Origin team are lucky. They will have two attributes increase by 3,000 

points.” 

“Yeah, I’m so envious. If only I were a member of the Land of Origin team.” 

“Isn’t the opportunity here? There’s an ultimate gambling duel, and we will have the chance to join the 

Land of Origin team.” 

“If the Land of Origin team chooses us, we’ll be able to join them. We can receive generous additional 

rewards. We can also go to the sixth level of the Tower together!” 

“Wait, don’t tell me we have a chance to go to the sixth level of the Tower?” 

“We were the first to be eliminated. I didn’t expect we would still have the opportunity to go to the sixth 

level of the Tower.” 

“If the Land of Origin team chooses us as the target, I think we should surrender without fighting.” 

“I agree. It is a good thing for us.” 

“The key to the problem now is whether the Land of Origin team will make our team their target.” 

… 

Members of the Pan-ocean Community team were discussing among themselves. The Pan-ocean 

Community team was the first to be eliminated and the prisoners of war for the Land of Origin team. 

After the series of events on the fifth level of the Tower, members of the Pan-ocean Community team 

were full of admiration for Liu Yan. They would be willing to let Liu Yan be their team leader. 

In any case, it didn’t matter who the captain was as long as he could lead them to become stronger. 

As for belonging to different continents, it did not matter at all. 

Anyway, they were all Blue Planet humans and did not have any factions. 



Moreover, many members of the Pan-ocean Community team were well aware the Land of Origin team 

was a place that accommodated many continents. Its policies were open and comprehensive. 

Joining the Land of Origin might not be a bad thing. 

Chapter 518: Just Surrender 

During this period, members of the Pan-ocean Community and the Land of Origin had become familiar 

with each other. They even had a good relationship with each other. 

If they could join the Land of Origin team, it would be beneficial to them. 

At this moment, He Yang, the captain of the Pan-ocean Community team, stood up while drinking. He 

looked at his team members and said, “Everyone, if the Land of Origin team chooses us as the target, we 

will join them without any resistance. How about it?” 

After spending some time with Liu Yan, He Yang was impressed with him and liked the Land of Origin 

team. 

When He Yang heard the announcement of the Will of Tower, he was excited. He wanted to join the 

Land of Origin team. 

If they could successfully join the Land of Origin team, they would receive generous additional rewards 

and go to the sixth level of the Tower together. 

He Yang knew that with Liu Yan’s leadership, their lives would change, and they could go to higher 

places. 

He Yang knew his limits and the members of the Pan-ocean Community team. 

He Yang knew that even if they returned to the lower levels of the Tower to improve their strength and 

came to the fifth level of the Tower to participate in the trial a year later, they might still not be able to 

pass the trial. After all, the Pan-ocean Community team was one of the weaker continents among the 

five continents. 

At that time, even if the Pan-ocean Community team successfully passed the trial on the fifth level of the 

Tower, it would be useless to go to the sixth level of the Tower. 

The trial on the sixth level of the Tower would be many times more difficult. At that time, the Pan-ocean 

Community team would not be able to continue to advance to the higher levels of the Tower. Whether 

they could survive on the sixth level was another matter. 

And now, the opportunity had come. 

As long as He Yang and his team members joined the Land of Origin team, they could change their lives. 

After spending some time with Liu Yan, He Yang knew how powerful he was. 

Liu Yan’s strength far exceeded those of so-called geniuses. He was invincible. 

In addition, He Yang also acknowledged Liu Yan’s leadership ability. Following Liu Yan would be a good 

thing for him and the rest of the members of the Pan-ocean Community team. 



When members of the Pan-ocean Community Team heard their captain’s opinion, they agreed with him 

one after another. 

“That makes sense. Captain, you’re right. It’s good for us to join the Land of Origin team.” 

“Haha, then we won’t call you captain. We’ll call Liu Yan captain.” 

“It’s fine. We’ll call you Captain He in the future. On the surface, Liu Yan is the captain, but in our hearts, 

you’re our true captain. Hahaha!” 

“It’s that awesome? We have the chance to go to the sixth level of the Tower.” 

“I wonder if the Land of Origin team will choose us as the target of the ultimate gambling duel.” 

“That’s right. The European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team are stronger. The Land of 

Origin team might choose the European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team. They might not 

even look at us.” 

“Not necessarily. After all, the Land of Origin team has been with our team from the Pan-ocean 

Community team for a long time. They should be grateful for our friendship, right?” 

“I hope that members of the Land of Origin team and Liu Yan can guess our thoughts and choose us as 

the target. We will surrender anyway, so we won’t affect the Land of Origin team recruiting the other 

teams.” 

… 

The captain of the Pan-ocean Community team and the team members quickly reached a consensus. 

As long as the Land of Origin team chose the Pan-ocean Community team as the ultimate target of the 

bet, they would not resist. They would surrender directly and join the Land of Origin team happily. 

On the other hand, He Yang and the members of the Pan-ocean Community team were a little worried. 

They were unsure whether the Land of Origin team would choose them as the target. 

However, it was not a good time to contact Liu Yan or the other members of the Land of Origin team. He 

could only wait and see if Liu Yan and the other team members could think of this. 

On the other side, in the water attribute territory. 

Members of the European Federation team were still resting and healing. 

Although the strength of the European Federation team was not weak, they had experienced a long 

period of continuous battle with the monsters and were exhausted. 

After that, they experienced a bloody battle with the Land of Origin team. They risked their lives to delay 

the offensive of the Land of Origin team. Many members were more or less injured. 

Members of the European Federation team had yet to recover and were still resting and receiving 

treatment. 

Previously, members of the European Federation team had thought that they would be able to advance 

steadily and even wanted to fight for first place. 



He didn’t expect so many things to happen today. 

First, the Land of Origin team took the lead in defeating the fifth wave’s only boss and received a 

generous reward. 

After that, the Land of Origin team declared war on the European Federation team. The European 

Federation team had just finished fighting the monsters. However, they were forced to fight the 

powerful Land of Origin team immediately. The European Federation team was no match for them at all. 

Even if they weren’t afraid of getting injured and fought with all their might, it would still be difficult for 

them to escape the fate of being eliminated. 

Later, the Land of Origin team eliminated the Red Star Empire team. It made members of the European 

Federation team feel incredulous and surprised. 

Team members of the Red Star Empire team were resting and recuperating when they suddenly heard 

the Will of Tower’s announcement. 

After learning that the Land of Origin team had triggered the hidden condition and received a generous 

additional reward, the members of the European Federation team were envious. 

Such a generous reward was naturally attractive to the members of the European Federation team. 

In particular, the European Federation team had just experienced defeat and handed over all the spoils 

of war they had obtained on the fifth level of the Tower. 

Even the equipment they were wearing had to be stripped off and given to the Land of Origin team. 

They were helpless and frustrated. 

They had discussed with the Land of Origin team to leave some healing herbs for their treatment. 

Otherwise, the injured members of the European Federation team would not be able to receive 

treatment, which would have affected them greatly. 

Those who were seriously injured might even be in danger if they didn’t have any medicinal herbs. 

Chapter 519: European Federation Team’s Worries 

The difference between the European Federation team and the Land of Origin team was huge. 

The European Federation team lost all the spoils of war and was eliminated. On the other hand, the 

Land of Origin team obtained the spoils of war from the other five teams and advanced to the sixth level 

of the Tower. They also received additional rewards. The difference between the two was like heaven 

and earth. 

Then, members of the European Federation team learned that the Land of Origin team would get 

additional rewards. The Land of Origin team would also have one more chance to launch the ultimate 

gambling duel. They were genuinely surprised. 

It was the first time they had heard of the ultimate gambling duel where the loser had to join the other 

team and become a member. 

All of a sudden, the members of the European Federation team started discussing among themselves. 



“The additional reward is generous. If only I could get it too.” 

“If I can increase my spirit attribute by 3,000 points, my combat power will increase by 50%.” 

“I’m more interested in obtaining vitality and strength. The improvement will be more obvious.” 

“Wait, what are you guys discussing? The bonus reward has nothing to do with us.” 

“Haha. If we are chosen as the target, we will get these bonus rewards if we lose.” 

“Forget it then. Even if I’m eliminated, I still want to be a member of the European Federation team. I 

don’t want to join the Land of Origin team.” 

“I think the Land of Origin team is not bad. It’s not bad if we can join them.” 

“I wonder if the Land of Origin team will choose the European Federation team as the target of the 

ultimate gambling duel.” 

… 

Members of the European Federation team discussed among themselves. 

At this time, the captain of the European Federation team, Hans Wilson, and the vice-captain, Derek 

Dole, also discussed this matter. 

“I didn’t expect there is a generous extra reward. I’m really envious.” 

Hans Wilson could not help but sigh. 

Hearing Hans Wilson, Derek Dole smiled and said, “What’s the use of being envious now? We’ve been 

eliminated, and it has nothing to do with us.” 

“Do you think that Liu Yan was in such a hurry to defeat our team and the Red Star Empire team because 

he knew about the additional reward? The strength of Land of Origin team is so strong, and the number 

of Lord’s token fragments they collected is so much higher. Even if our team and the Red Star Empire 

team were not eliminated, the Land of Origin team could still guarantee their advancement.” Hans 

Wilson could not help but guess. 

Derek Dole immediately shook his head and said, “We don’t know about this hidden condition, so how 

could Liu Yan know? After all, there has never been a situation where one team exterminated the other 

four teams. This is the first time.” 

“That’s true.” Hans Wilson nodded slightly. 

Derek Dole followed, “It’s obvious that Liu Yan insisted on leading the Land of Origin team to destroy us 

and the Red Star Empire team. He was worried we would join forces with the Red Star Empire team to 

deal with him, so he attacked first to gain the upper hand. They had a good opportunity to do so. 

Besides, the Land of Origin team secured first place and advanced without risks by defeating us. They 

would also be able to obtain rich spoils of war from our two teams. It’s a good thing for Liu Yan and his 

team.” 

Hans Wilson nodded, feeling that it made sense. 



“That’s true. After all, Liu Yan’s strength is so terrifying. The overall combat strength of the Land of 

Origin team is decent. They definitely can annihilate us and the Red Star Empire team without risk.” 

Hans Wilson couldn’t help but say with certainty. 

“Alright. Let’s talk about the duel.” Derek Dole could not help but change the topic. 

Hans Wilson thought for a moment and said, “I’ve thought about it carefully. I think the Land of Origin 

team will most likely target us for the ultimate gambling duel. The reason is simple. The New Continent 

team and the Pan-ocean Community team are relatively weak. If Liu Yan were to pick one team to win 

and add it to his team, he would not choose the New Continent team or the Pan-ocean Community 

team. He will choose us or the Red Star Empire team. The strength of our team and the Red Star Empire 

team is not weak. However, we are weaker. Previously, we had fought with the Land of Origin team. 

Many of our members have yet to recover from their injuries. Our overall combat strength has dropped 

quite a bit. The Land of Origin team was able to defeat us relatively easily. Members of the Red Star 

Empire team were not injured. They did not even fight much before they surrendered. They have 

preserved their strength and have now recovered from their exhaustion. Their combat strength is close 

to its peak. Although Liu Yan is strong, there is so much he can do alone. The Land of Origin team will not 

take down the Red Star Empire team easily. There might even be a certain risk.” 

Derek Dole pondered for a while and thought Hans Wilson’s analysis was reasonable. 

In terms of strength, the European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team were stronger than 

the New Continent team and the Pan-ocean Community team. They would have to choose between the 

European Federation team and the Red Star Empire team. 

As for the current European Federation team, the Land of Origin team could almost easily defeat them. 

It might not be the case for the Red Star Empire team. If the Land of Origin team chose the Red Star 

Empire team, there was a risk of failure. 

If the Land of Origin team failed, they would miss the opportunity to expand their team. Besides, they 

would also lose the generous additional rewards. 

Hans Wilson believed no one would want to give up such a generous bonus. 

“If that’s the case, it’s likely that Liu Yan and the Land of Origin team will choose us as the target of the 

ultimate bet. How should we choose?” Derek Dole could not help but ask. 

Hans Wilson pondered for a while and said, “Many of our members are injured. Our overall combat 

strength has dropped significantly. It will be challenging for us to be a match for the Land of Origin team. 

However, if we fight to the death, the Land of Origin team might not be able to take us down. I’m 

thinking should we go along with the wishes of the Land of Origin team and join them? This way, we can 

directly go to the sixth level of the Tower this year. Our members can get that generous extra reward. 

However, if we want to join, we must discuss the conditions.” 

Chapter 520: Three Conditions 

Derek Dole nodded and said, “I have the same idea as you. We can join the Land of Origin team, but 

there must be conditions. First, we can’t be affiliated with the Land of Origin team. We must have a 

cooperative relationship. We must also have our command rights. We can’t let the members of the 



European Federation team obey the orders of the Land of Origin team completely. The safety of our 

members must be in our own hands.” 

“Yes.” Hans Wilson nodded and said, “We are only going to work with the Land of Origin team in the 

Tower. Once we leave the Tower, we’ll still be a European Federation team. The last point is the spoils of 

war that we handed over earlier. There are quite a lot of equipment, cultivation materials, and 

consumables among them. The Land of Origin team should at least return half of them to us. Otherwise, 

our strength will be affected, and it will be more dangerous for us to enter the sixth level of the Tower.” 

After a round of discussion, Hans Wilson and Derek Dole finally reached a consensus. 

If the Land of Origin team chose their team as the target, they would be willing to join the Land of Origin 

team as long as Liu Yan could agree to their three conditions. Then, they would work together to break 

through the sixth level of the Tower. 

However, if Liu Yan refused, they could only lead their team members to fight the Land of Origin team. 

Members of the Land of Origin team were generally stronger than the members of the European 

Federation team. It was because members of the European Federation team were still injured. 

However, there was still a chance of turning the tide if they fought with all their might and used 

combination skills with the members of the European Federation team. 

Even if they lost, they would still cause the Land of Origin team to suffer great losses! 

After Hans Wilson and Derek Dole reached an agreement, they went to find the members of the 

European Federation team. 

The members of the European Federation team were still discussing the announcement of the Will of 

Tower, and they all had different opinions. 

Some of them were looking forward to joining the Land of Origin team. This way, they would receive 

generous additional rewards and be able to head directly to the sixth level of the Tower. 

They would come to the fifth level of the Tower to train again next year. With their strength, they could 

advance to the sixth level smoothly. 

However, they would be a year late and fall behind by a lot. 

Most importantly, they might not be able to get first place to advance to the sixth level of the Tower 

next year. There was still a big difference between an ordinary Lord’s token and a Golden Lord Token. 

Of course, many members were against it. They felt they were members of the European Federation 

team and could not join the Land of Origin team for benefits. 

Derek Dole heard the discussion of his team members and walked forward. He waved his hand and said, 

“Everyone, be quiet. Captain and I will talk about our thoughts. You guys listen and think about it before 

you decide.” 

Hans Wilson also walked forward and told his team members about the results of his discussion with 

Derek Dole. 



Members of the European Federation team started to discuss among themselves. 

“I think that’s a good idea. If the Land of Origin team can agree to these three conditions, we might as 

well join them.” 

“That’s right. It’s equivalent to us cooperating with the Land of Origin team if they agree to these three 

conditions. This is completely possible.” 

“The Land of Origin team isn’t weak. If we cooperate with them, it’ll be equivalent to a strong alliance. 

We’ll have a good result on the sixth level of the Tower.” 

“It’s more than just not bad. It’s a perfect start, okay? With the Golden Lord Token, the generous 

additional rewards, and the strong joining forces. We’ll be doing well on the sixth level of the Tower!” 

“If the Land of Origin team doesn’t agree to these three conditions, then they are not sincere. In that 

case, we can only fight them to the death.” 

“Although I’m injured, I’ll drag one down even if I were to fight to the death!” 

“That’s right. We might be injured, but we are still strong.” 

“We’re the European Federation team. If they want to fight us, they have to be prepared to get seriously 

injured.” 

… 

Members of the European Federation team discussed and agreed with the plan proposed by Hans 

Wilson and Derek Dole. 

As long as the Land of Origin team could agree to the three conditions, they could join them without any 

resistance and work together to break through the sixth level of the Tower. 

Seeing that all the players had agreed and had no other opinions, Hans Wilson decided on this plan. 

“Alright. Since everyone has agreed, we’ll follow this plan. As long as the Land of Origin team agrees to 

these three conditions, we’ll cooperate with them. But if there’s one less person, we’ll resist to the 

end!” Hans Wilson announced. 

The team members all agreed. 

Derek Dole, who was behind them, was a little suspicious. What if the Land of Origin team did not 

choose the European Federation team as the target of the ultimate gambling duel? 

Derek Dole suddenly felt that it was a pity. 

Derick Dole still genuinely hoped that the European Federation team could cooperate with the team 

from the Land of Origin. He did not want to miss this opportunity. 

Derek Dole knew that Liu Yan was the most talented person he had ever seen. Moreover, his leadership 

ability was so strong. If they could cooperate with Liu Yan, members of the European Federation team 

and he would become better. Liu Yan might even change their fate. 

The most important thing now was the energy fluctuation of the water attribute core. 



Although Derek Dole still was not sure what the specific situation was, he had thought about it carefully 

many times. It seemed to be related to Liu Yan no matter how he thought about it. 

Derek Dole thought the powerful water element fluctuation should have been caused by Liu Yan and no 

one else. 

If that was the case, Derek Dole was even more eager to cooperate with Liu Yan. After all, he would have 

the opportunity to break through to the Water Secret Art. 

When they broke through to the Water Secret Art, they would have a full team of powerhouses from 

the Pan-ocean Community team who had reached the Water Secret Art. 

In addition, there were a few powerhouses who had Water Talent in the European Federation team. 

This way, the conditions were met, and he could learn and use the joint secret skill. His combat strength 

would be improved in quality! 

Derek Dole could not help but look forward to it. He had thought it would be difficult to meet these 

harsh conditions, but it seemed it wasn’t that far away. 

 


